PREMIER SERIES

Cracked Ice

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Cracked Ice
has an asymmetrical pattern that softens harsh fluorescent light and creates
unmatched visual comfort. Easy to cut and install. Cracked Ice is an economical
choice for most lighting applications.

Applications:
•

Commercial Spaces

•

Homes

•

Offices

Ordering Chart:
SERIES

COLOR

MATERIAL

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP1-CI — Cracked Ice

C - Clear
W - White

[blank] - Styrene
A - Acrylic

24 = 23 ¾” x 47 ¾”
26 = 23 ¾” x 71 ¾” *

.060 = .060"
.080 = .080"

* Limited quantities available;

** Stock sizes; call for

please call for details

cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP1CIC-26-.060

^ Not all combinations available. Please call for details.

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 12 - “The Standard Lens”

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 12
is a prismatic panel with a 3/16" diamond base female conical prism. It offers
maximum efficiency with excellent direct glare control.

Applications:
•
•

Ceiling Grid Applications
Lay-in Troffers

•

Manufacturing of Wrap Lenses

Ordering Chart:
SERIES

MATERIAL

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP12 — Pattern 12

A - Acrylic
P - Polycarbonate
S - Polystyrene*

C - Clear
UV - Clear UV Filtering
W - White

24 = 23 ¾" x 47 ¾"^
44 = 48" x 50"
48 = 50" x 100"

.095 = .095"
.110 = .110"
.125 = .125"
.156 = .156"
.187 = .187"

* Limited quantities available;

* Stock sizes; call for

please call for details

cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP12A-C24-.095
** Not all combinations available. Please call for details.
^ 2x4 also comes in 22 ½" x 46½" (denoted by an “S” for “short” at the end of the complete part number. Please call for full details.)

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 15

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 15
is a prismatic panel containing a bold ⅜" square base recessed female conical
prism placed parallel and perpendicular to the length and width of the panel. This
panel has excellent efficiency and glare control.

Applications:
Pattern 15 prismatic has a strength and thickness useful for covering large areas
without any noticeable sag or for use as a frameless lens.

Styrene Ordering Chart:
SERIES

MATERIAL

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP15 — Pattern 15

A - Acrylic

C - Clear

24 = 23 ¾" x 47 ¾"
44 = 50" x 51"
48 = 48" x 96"

.200 = .200"

* Stock sizes; call for
cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP15-A-C-24-.200

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 19

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 19 is
a prismatic panel with a bold 3/16" square-based male conical prism design that
is placed in a uniform, parallel pattern running in the same direction as the sides
of the panel.

Applications:
Pattern 19 is designed to control and direct fluorescent and HID lighting and is
quickly becoming the industry standard for controlling high-angle brightness.

Styrene Ordering Chart:
SERIES

MATERIAL

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP19 — Pattern 19

A - Acrylic

C - Clear

24 = 23 ¾" x 47 ¾"
44 = 48" x 51"
48 = 48" x 96"

.156 = .156"

* Stock sizes; call for
cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP19-A-C-24-.156

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 20

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 20 is
a prismatic panel with a ⅛" square-based conical male prism placed parallel and
perpendicular to the length and width of the panel. This is our newest specification
panel, and it offers excellent brightness control and a soft surface appearance.

Applications:
Pattern 20 is designed to control and direct fluorescent and HID lighting.

Styrene Ordering Chart:
SERIES

MATERIAL

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP20 — Pattern 20

A - Acrylic

C - Clear

24 = 23 ¾" x 47 ¾"

.140 = .140"

* Stock sizes; call for
cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP20-A-C-24-.140

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 21

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 21
is dual-sided panel with a smooth finish on one side and a light mechanically
textured finish on the second side. This panel can be used either with the textured
side or the smooth side facing out.

Applications:
Pattern 21 provides good light transmission and diffusion of fluorescent and HID
lighting. It is used in everything from lay-in troffer fixtures, ceiling and grid applications
to the manufacturing of wrap lenses.

White Acrylic Ordering Chart:
SERIES

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

LI21A — Pattern 21 Acrylic

W - White

24 = 23 ¾" x 47 ¾"
44 = 50" x 51"

.080 = .080"
.125 = .125"

SERIES & MATERIAL

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

LI21A — Pattern 21 Acrylic

C - White

48 = 48” x 96”

.125 = .125"

Clear Acrylic Ordering Chart:

Sample Part Number: LI21A-C48-.125

Pattern 21 Clear Acrylic (Under) & Pattern 21 White Acrylic (Over)

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 22

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 22
is a premium grade acrylic sheet suitable for many applications. Our inventory
includes 4' x 8' sheets in various thicknesses up to .236", but we can custom cut
to any size (per your specifications). These acrylic sheets have polished surfaces
on both sides and are covered with a protective laminate during transfer.

Applications:
Can be used to replace many things including windows and manufacturing displays.

Ordering Chart:
SERIES

COLOR & SIZE

THICKNESS

LI22A — Pattern 22 Acrylic

SC48 - Smooth Clear 4' x 8' Sheet
SW48 - Smooth White 4' x 8' Sheet*
SR48 - Red Transluscent 4' x 8' Sheet*
SG48 - Green Transluscent 4' x 8' Sheet*

.060 = .060"
.080 = .080"
.093 = .093"
.118 = .118"
.177 = .177"
.236 = .236"

* Only available in .118 thickness

Sample Part Number: LI22A-SC48-.118

48"

96"

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 23

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 23
is a prismatic panel with ⅜" female conical circle centered inside a ⅜" prismatic
square. The orientation of the circle/square combination is parallel to the edge
of the material and runs in straight rows. Pattern 23 is one of the most effective
lenses on the market. The truss-shaped prism design prevents sagging while the
two prism shapes keep the light uniform.

Applications:
The amber panel is a UV-WBF panel designed for the printing industry to clock
ultra-violet and blue light waves.

Ordering Chart:
SERIES

MATERIAL

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP23 — Pattern 23

A - Acrylic

C - Clear

24 = 23 ¾" x 47 ¾"
44 = 50" x 51"

.100 = .100"

* Stock sizes; call for
cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP23-A-C-24-.100

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 25

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. Pattern 25 is
a linear ribbed panel with deep ribs spaced at ⅛" on center. The ribs run parallel
to the lamp’s axis to vary light distribution and the hammer-tone texture of the
surface diffuses the light rays to illuminate harsh spikes of light.

Applications:
Available to be cut in either of two directions. “A” FAB or perpendicular to the lamp
axis or “B” FAB to vary the light distribution. “A” FAB panels are used where a
broad distribution is required and direct glare is not a problem. “B” FAB panels are
normally used in lighting and under counter lighting fixtures. Install panels with
ribs towards lamps.

Ordering Chart:
SERIES

MATERIAL

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP25 — Pattern 25

A - Acrylic

C - Clear

44 = 50" x 50"

.115 = .115"

* Stock sizes; call for
cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP25A-C44-.115

“A” FAB
“B” FAB
50"

Note: Order “A” FAB for ribs running parallel with the long edge. Order “B” FAB for
ribs running parallel with the short edge.

50"

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Pattern 40 - Polycarbonate

Short Specification:
The Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the changing work
environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry. LI-40 is a
premium grade polycarbonate sheet with polished surfaces on both sides.
Polycarbonate is a superior engineering plastic material for extreme requirements
with high impact resistance and durability that remains even at subzero temperatures
(down to -40°F/ -40°C). It’s available in clear and white, with many transparent
and translucent color options available upon request.

Applications:
Polycarbonate sheet is suitable for many applications from replacing windows to
manufacturing displays. We inventory 4’ x 8’ sheets in various thicknesses up to
.500” and can custom cut to any size.

Ordering Chart:
SERIES

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP40P — Pattern 40 Polycarb

SC - Smooth Clear
W - White

48 = 48" x 96"**

* Full range of colors are

** Stock sizes; call for

available; call for details

cut-to-size options

.060 = .060"
.080 = .080"
.093 = .093"
.118 = .118"
.177 = .177"
.236 = .236"
.375 = .375"
.500 = .500"

Sample Part Number: RP40P-SC-48-.080

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Clear UV, Frost & White Overlay

Short Specification:
The Louvers International Premier Series was developed to meet the demands
of the changing work environment and the changing technologies of the lighting
industry. Overlay sheets are high transmission acrylic sheets used to diffuse lamp
images and provide more uniform surface brightness. Light transmission of these
panes is approximately 80%. Available in white, clear textured and clear Uvalite™
Plus (an ultraviolet filter). Uvalite™ Plus is designed to be used with any clear
acrylic lens. These panels can transmit less than 1% of the radiant energy up to
400 nanometers.

Applications:
Overlay sheet can be used in tandem with any other lens or louver product to reduce
reflections and glare or by itself in any fixture or lighting application. The .020
Overlay is often used in recessed direct/indirect fixtures and retrofit kits.

Acrylic Overlay Ordering Chart:
SERIES

COLOR

SIZE

RP.020A — .020 Acrylic Overlay

C - Clear*
W - White

24 = 25" x 50"^
44 = 50" x 51"*

Sheet

RP.040A — .040 Acrylic Overlay
Sheet

* Only available for LI.040A
* Only available for LI.040A

^ Only available for LI.020A

Sample Part Number: RP.040A-W-44

Sizes listed above are stock sizes. Please call for cut-to-size options.

Uvalite™ Ordering Chart: Special Order Item
SERIES

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RPUVP — Uvalite™ Plus Acrylic Sheet

[None] - Clear

24 = 23 ¾" x 47 ¾"**

.060 = .060"

** Stock sizes; call for
cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number:RPUVP-24-.060

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

LI-RF & LI-EMI

RF & EMi Filtering Panels

Short Specification:
The LI-RF panels are designed to shield RFI (Radio Frequency
Interference) and comply with mil-spec 461A/462/463. Available
in Acrylic Pattern 12 or Pattern 19 and also available in .040 RF
Overlay in Clear or White Pattern 12.
The LI-EMI panel also filters EMI (Electro Magnetic Interference)
and is designed for 3-lamp or 6-lamp fixtures. These panels are
ideal for medical surgical sites and other areas where sensitive
electronic equipment is present. The panels are molded into a
combination of female prism and linear rib bands and include
silver RF grid embedded inside. For optimum performance, the
lamps should be asymmetrically positioned over the female conical
prism bands.
All LI-Rf and LI-EMI panels are available in a maximum size of
23 ¼″ x 47 ¾″ and can be cut smaller to your specifications.
Please contact your Louvers sales representative for more information and pricing.
**Other sizes and thicknesses available upon request. Please call.
When ordering, please provide cut size.
Cut to: ______ x ______ ie. 11¾” x 47 ¾”

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

REFLECT-ACRYL

Mirror Finished Panels

Short Specification:
Reflect-Acryl mirrored panels possess the beauty and appearance
of glass plus the added features of acrylic. This makes this material
easy to cut, bend and install. Reflect-Acryl can be used on ceilings,
walls or any place where a reflective ambiance is desired. Our
inventoried color is standard mirror. In addition, several other colors
like gold-tint mirror are available in both acrylic and polycarbonate
on a special-order basis. These are subject to minimum orders so
go ahead and give us a call for more details!

Stock Items:
DESCRIPTION

SIZE

COLOR

O.A. MEASURE

ACRYLIC PART #

POLYCARB PART #

2x4 .080 CLEAR

23 ¾" X 47 ¾"

Clear Mirror

0.080"

RP MAC-24-.080

RP MPC-24-.080

2x4 .125 CLEAR

23 ¾" X 47 ¾"

Clear Mirror

0.125"

RP MAC-24-.125

RP MPC-24-.125

POLYCARB PART #

When ordering stock items, please identify size, thickness and color.

Special Order (Please Call for Pricing and Availability):
DESCRIPTION

SIZE

COLOR

O.A. MEASURE

ACRYLIC PART #

4x8 .080 CLEAR

48" X 96"

Clear Mirror

0.080"

RP MAC-48-.080

RP MPC-48-.080

4x8 .080 CUSTOM

48" X 96"

Specify

0.080"

RP MA__-48-.080

RP MP__-48-.080

4x8 .125 CLEAR

48" X 96"

Clear Mirror

0.125"

RP MAC-48-.125

RP MPC-48-.125

2x4 .125 GOLD

23 ¾" X 47 ¾"

Gold Mirror

0.125"

RP MAG-24-.125

RP MPG-24-.125

4x8 .125 GOLD

48" X 96"

Gold Mirror

0.125"

RP MAG-48-.125

RP MPG-48-.125

4x8 .125 CUSTOM

48" X 96"

Specify

0.125"

RP MA__-48-.125

RP MP__-48-.125

When ordering stock items, please identify size, thickness and color.
When ordering, please provide cut size. Cut to: ______ x ______ ie. 11¾" x 47 ¾"

Options:
•
•
•

Other sizes available upon request (maximum size is 48" x 96"), please call for details.
Other colors available in both acrylic and polycarbonate, subject to special order minimums, please call for details.
Color choices include: copper mirror, bronze mirror, red mirror, blue mirror, yellow mirror, amber mirror, green mirror and pink mirror.

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Twin Wall Polycarbonate

Short Specification:
The Louvers International Premier Series was developed to meet the demands
of the changing work environment and the changing technologies of the lighting
industry. Rigid yet lightweight, Twin Wall Polycarbonate sheets provide superior
strength, light transmission, flexibility and vandal resistant characteristics.

Applications:
Twin Wall Sheets are ideally suited for elevators and any other oversize applications
that benefit from its light transmission, profile structure, vandal resistance and
long service life. Available to be cut in either of two directions. “A” FAB, the standard
orientation runs parallel with the length of the sheet (see below) or “B” FAB, with the
ribs running perpendicular to it.

Ordering Chart:
SERIES

COLOR

SIZE

THICKNESS

RP-TW0 — Twin Wall Polycarbonate

White Opal

[None] = 72" x 100"**

10 = 10 mm

** Stock sizes; call for
cut-to-size options

Sample Part Number: RP-TWO-10MM

“A” FAB
“B” FAB

Note: “A” FAB maximum length is 100 inches.
“B” FAB maximum length is 72 inches.

100"

Note: Order “A” FAB for ribs running parallel with the long edge. Order “B” FAB for
ribs running parallel with the short edge.

72"

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

RP-34A

Surgical Lens

Short Specification:
The Surgical Lens was designed specifically for supplemental hospital surgical
suite lighting. The scientifically placed male prismatic and linear lens elements
provide an asymmetrical distribution. This distribution redirects maximum candle
power to the surgical site with typical luminaire layouts. The areas surrounding the
surgical site are also generously illuminated.

Applications:
The RP-34A-HSS-.150 lens comes with an RFI suppressing grid of silver ink
on the smooth side of the lens. The grid intercepts the radiated emissions from
the lamps, which are then carried out of the fixture and dissipated through an
electrical ground. This reduces the RFI transmitted to the space to a level below
which RFI sensitive equipment is affected. The RFI grid has been tested and
complies with Military Standard 461A*.
*NOTICE: RFI SUPPRESSION AND ELECTRICAL BALLASTS

Testing data for fixtures with electrical ballasts and clear acrylic lenses with RFI-suppressing
grids have yielded a result that deviates from the Mil-Std specification (416A, 416D). The results
associated with the approximate 20 kHz operating frequency of ballasts and their harmonics
(which differ markedly from those associated with magnetic ballasts). Further information about
these tests may be obtained from Louvers International.

Ordering Information:
Part Number: RP-34AHSS-.150
Dimensions: 22 ¾″ x 46 ¾″
Description: 2’ x 4’

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

PREMIER SERIES

Optix 95 Acrylic

Short Specification:
Louvers International’s Premier Series was developed to meet the demands of the
changing work environment and the changing technologies of the lighting industry.
Optix 95 is a continuously processed acrylic sheet with a matte finish on one side
that provides both decoration and reductions in surface reflection. The matte finish
is resistant to fingerprints and smudges. Optix 95 is easily fabricated and ideal for
use in multiple settings.

Applications:
•
•
•

Pantry/Cupboard Doors
P.O.P. Displays
Room/Office Partitions

•
•

Signage
Use with LED lighting

Additional Information:
Can be cut to size. Standard thickness is 0.118"
Standard stock sheet size is 51" x 100"

Made in the USA

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

SKY LENS

Diffused Lenses

Short Specification:
Reinvent the lighting environment and turn harsh, fluorescent lighting into
something soothing and unique! Sky Lenses can be used for diffused lighting
in homes, offices, restaurants and many other applications. The possibilities
are endless!
•
•
•

Made from acrylic material with vivid, digitally printed images.
Can be custom sized to fit almost any fixture up to nominal 2' x 4', but
there are larger sizes available. These can be quoted on request.
Will install in just minutes — Custom or Standard

Sky Only Sky Lens

Stock Items:
ITEM NUMBER

DESCRIPTION

RP-SC-CA24 .060

Sky Only

RP-SC-SE24 .050

Soaring Eagle

RP-SC-HB24 .050

Hot Air Balloons

RP-SC-BJ24 .050

Blue Angels

RP-SC-AF24 .050

American Flag

RP-SC-CM-24

Sky Creations Clouds and Moon

Hot Air Balloons Sky Lens

Soaring Eagle Sky Lens

American Flag Sky Lens

Blue Angels Sky Lens

Sky Creations Clouds and Moon Sky Lens

Call RP Supply at 215-396-9400 to place your order today!

